MODEL CHANTAL
DESIGN CRS SITIA & PERGENTINO BATTOCCHIO
ITEM CODE CHANL- - -C

IMAGE

FINISHING
Upholstery Available In Fabric or Leather
Available C.O.M. / C.O.L.
Required Fabric For Upholstery: 0,40 Lm / 1.31 ft
Required Leather For Upholstery: 0,70 Sq m / 7.53 ft²
Gross Weight: 11,00 kg / 24.25 lb
Volume: 0,42 Cbm / 14.83 ftᶾ
Box Dimensions: w 730 x d 680 x h 830 / 28.74″ x 26.77″ x 32.68″
1 per box

SIZE

STANDARD FEATURES
FRAME
Pressed, molded 13 mm thickness, beech wood multilayer frame. Beech plywood 13 layers x 0,1 mm thickness, FSC certified, 8 wooden
dowel pins to connect the seat and back, adhesive vinyl ureic Class E1.
Seat panel made with stratified curved beech plywood, 4 mm thickness.
TOP FRAME FINISHES
As per catalogue finishes.
All components used are made in full compliance with EC regulations, E1 class materials. FSC certified.
UPHOLSTERY
Seat foam made of flexible polyurethane, crushproof density D40/PK, 17 mm thickness. CFC-free.
BASE
Four legs frame, made of conical tubes steel in round shapes Ø 22/16 mm thickness 1.5 mm. Swaging the tube into a conical shape means
to reduce its diameter by keeping this decrease constant throughout the required length. Swaging is a cold working process which involves
special tools to hammer a round work piece into a smaller diameter.
Anti-slip polyurethane rubber glides, assembled suitable for any type of flooring.
Chantal includes a comprehensive range of coloured epoxy and polyester powder coatings. We grant a smooth and consistent finish with
a deep and lasting luster, however just as with the paint on your own car it will still scratch and chip if it is subjected to impacts, especially
around the edges. If you order Chantal chairs with the painted finishes your products will be cleaned and keenly inspected before leaving
our factory in robust individual boxes to avoid any possible damage that could occur in transit. Sitia will not be held responsible for any
damage caused to these shells in use.

OTHERS
-All screws and assembly systems used in the production of Sitia’s product are UNI EN ISO 9001-2000 and UNI ISO/TS 16949 process certified
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